Case Study:
Kevin Chaplin

Overview

Location: Elton on the Hill, Nottinghamshire

Conversion of a historic building and former pub
Kevin Chaplin required a property development loan for his project to convert a historic
building and former pub in Elton on the Hill, Nottinghamshire into three 2-bedroom flats,
including one duplex and a 3-bedroom barn conversion. He plans to ultimately sell some of
the properties, while retaining one or two for investment purpoes.
Kevin had previously approached other funders but had been let down and so he
approached broker Julian Lawrence, who recommended Nexa.
Nexa very quickly carried out a professional valuation, and arranged a facility to fund the conversion.
NEXA development finance loan of £475,000
•

Term: 6 months

•

LTGDV: 64%

•

GDV: £775,000

•

LTC: 80%
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Testimonial
“I met Mark through a broker when looking for help with financing an old pub conversion. My aim was to
secure lending in order to aid the purchase and refurbishment. I met with Mark on site, had a good chat
that ended with an agreement in principle.
A few days later I was introduced to Andrew who was equally as professional and friendly. Everything
was agreed verbaly and we proceeded to secure the deal. There were no added ties to the deal and
everything was carried out professionally throughout the dreadful Covid 19 pandemic. No change in
LTV or backing out of the deal in a time of uncertainty.
I had previously gained funding with another company who had promised me the same sort of things
Nexa Finance did, but after 3-4 months they decided to move the goal posts at the last minute whilst
asking for a joint venture. I had heard stories of such things but didn’t think this would happen to me.
I can only thank Julian (broker), Mark and Andrew for reassuring me that Nexa would do as they said
they would and at very competitive rates. I will continue to use Nexa in the future and can’t
recommend them enough.”
Kevin Chaplin

Contact us
To find out more about NEXA Finance, visit nexafinance.co.uk
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